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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we define a configurable Software Defined
Radio (SDR) baseband processor design for the Internet of
Things (IoT). We analyzed the fundamental algorithms in
communications systems on IoT devices to enable a microar-
chitecture design that supports many IoT standards and cus-
tom nonstandard communications. Based on this analysis,
we propose a custom SIMD execution model coupled with a
scalar unit. We introduce several architectural optimizations
to this design: streaming registers, variable bit width data-
path, dedicated ALUs for critical kernels, and an optimized
flexible reduction network. We employ voltage scaling and
clock gating to further reduce the power, while more than a
100% time margin has been reserved for reliable operation
in the near-threshold region. Together our architectural en-
hancements lead to a 71× power reduction compared to a
classic general purpose SDR SIMD architecture.

Our IoT SDR datapath has sub-mW power consumption
based on SPICE simulation, and is placed and routed to fit
within an area of 0.074mm2 in a 28nm process. We imple-
mented several essential elementary signal processing ker-
nels and combined them to demonstrate two end-to-end up-
per bound systems, 802.15.4-OQPSK and Bluetooth Low
Energy. Our full SDR baseband system consists of a config-
urable SIMD with a control plane MCU and memory. For
comparison, the best commercial wireless transceiver con-
sumes 23.8mW for the entire wireless system (digital/RF/
analog). We show that our digital system power is below
2mW, in other words only 8% of the total system power.
The wireless system is dominated by RF/analog power com-
sumption, thus the price of flexibility that SDR affords is
small. We believe this work is unique in demonstrating the
value of baseband SDR in the low power IoT domain.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) [1] is an emerging concept

which envisions that physical objects or “things" comprised
of digital hardware, software, and sensors are connected to
the Internet. It allows, among other things, remote data col-
lection from sensors, remote management, and automatic
data and control between devices. The IoT concept has been
placed third among top ten strategic technology in the past
year [2]. And the number of “things" that will be connecting
to the Internet will exceed PCs and smartphones [3].

Central to this vision is wireless connectivity because it
may often be the case that connecting them to LANs is in-

Figure 1: The Application Domain of the IoT SDR. IoT
standards support either long distance or high data rate to
limit power consumption. An IoT SDR can be software de-
fined to operate at points in the region under the red line.

feasible. Furthermore, many of these devices will depend on
batteries and/or local sources of energy such as solar power.
As such the wireless connectivity should not add unneces-
sarily to the overall power consumption.

Several wireless standards have been proposed for the IoT
communications. Figure 1 identifies four of the most popu-
lar. A common issue is the trade-off between distance and
data rate because of the need to limit power consumption.
Different standards are designed for different operating sce-
narios, as Figure 1 shows.

1.1 SDR is Promising for IoT Applications
Software-Defined Radio (SDR), in which the communica-

tions algorithms are executed on a programmable platform
rather than a traditional ASIC solution, is promising for IoT
devices for several reasons.

Multi-Standard Scenario. The market for the IoT is
full of different standards; some very popular standards are
shown in Figure 1. IEEE 802.15.4 [4] is a standard for
low-cost, Low Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-
WPAN), which is the basis of many existing IoT upper layer
protocols such as 6LoWPAN, ZigBee, ISA100 and so on. It
is widely used in wireless sensor network applications, pro-
viding comparatively long distance transmission and robust
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communications.
Bluetooth [5] is another popular standards series for per-

sonal area networks, and is targeted for high data rates over
short range. Bluetooth is widely adopted in mobile devices.
ANT [6] is a short range wireless protocol, providing low
data rates (constant 1Mbps). The ANT radio transceiver
is a proprietary specification used mainly for sports equip-
ment. Finally, IEEE 802.15.6 [7] Wireless Body Area Net-
work (WBAN) is a standard that supports communications
for low power devices such as healthcare equipment that are
near or inside the human body.

Besides the most popular standards listed in Figure 1, there
are many other less popular wireless technologies that are
suitable for other IoT scenarios, making it more and more
challenging to choose one wireless connectivity technology
over another for a given IoT application [8]. Ideally, the IoT
devices should have the ability to support multiple standards
—SDR enables this. In fact, if multiple standards require
multiple ASICs, the solution can be extremely area ineffi-
cient. Finally, the processor can be programmed to operate
as both a receiver and a transmitter.

SDR supports on-the-fly updates to standards. Any
change can be achieved via software/firmware download to
meet the particular demand of the specific IoT application.
This feature becomes more interesting in the IoT domain be-
cause standards change within a relative small performance
region in terms of data rate and distance. In contrast to the
standards evolution in wide-band communications, such as
LTE, there is little data rate or distance difference for IoT
standards from generation to generation. An SDR architec-
ture, which has the scalability to achieve the performance
upper bound, will be able to capture standard updates on the
same hardware platform while saving a lot effort compared
to ASIC design and fabrication.

SDR enables graceful data rate/distance trade-offs. In
addition to supporting standards updates, by allowing non-
standard protocols on the baseband processing, an SDR ar-
chitecture will bring more degrees of freedom in the space
of data rate, distance and energy efficiency. By dynamically
changing configurations, signal bandwidth and modulation
parameters on the SDR platform, the IoT devices can adjust
data rate to extend operating distance with the same power
budget or achieve higher energy efficiency when operating
scenario requires shorter distance and/or lower data rate.This
also allows adaptation to changes in channel conditions.

The overhead of SDR can be kept small in the IoT do-
main. Typically, the power consumption of the entire digital
module is small compared to the RF/analog power in IoT
devices. Meanwhile, power reduction for RF and analog is
much harder because the power dissipation over air follows
an inverse square law, which cannot be avoided. The fact
that the RF/analog dominates actually exposes a great op-
portunity for SDR as long as an SDR solution still remains
a fairly small percentage compared to the RF/analog. As we
will show, the cost of our proposed solution stays within a
minor portion (8%) of the overall power budget when in-
cluding RF and analog portions.

1.2 Feasibility of SDR in the IoT Domain
Several observations from IoT communications expose the

possibility to support SDR with little overhead.
Similar Datapaths for Different Standards. Key func-

tions are very similar in multiple standards. For example,
Bluetooth [5], ANT [6] and 802.15.4g FSK-SUN [9] all em-
ploy FSK modulation. 802.15.6WBAN [7] and 802.15.4-
OQPSK [4] are both based on quadrature linear modulations.
A very similar datapath can be applied in many different
standards.

Key Kernels Share Computation Patterns. There are
some computationally intensive baseband processing kernels
in a radio transceiver, such as Synchronization and Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filters, that every communications
system needs to include. These kernels have very similar
computation patterns, which parallelize in a straightforward
manner. These common kernels allow the development of a
general and computationally efficient SDR processor for low
power IoT applications.

Key Kernels Dominate the Power. Since there are key
kernels that dominate the power in the communications dat-
apath, the tight power budgets can be met by focusing on
these kernels on an SDR platform.

1.3 Design Challenges and Contributions
The challenges of designing a configurable IoT SDR pro-

cessor that supports multiple standard and nonstandard com-
munications are the strict power and area constraints. The
IoT devices are, and will be, in small, power limited every-
day objects. To keep enough flexibility while maintaining
the power/area of SDR in a small region compared to the
whole system is the key challenge.

In this paper, we present the IoT SDR architecture, con-
sisting of a custom Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
Unit and a Scalar Unit. Several low power techniques have
been employed so as to meet the tight power budget and area
constraints. The contributions of this paper are:

1. Identifying common computation patterns in IoT wire-
less standards and analyzing them for parallelism and bit
precision.

2. Designing a low power architecture that achieves ASIC
comparable SIMD efficiency for dominant kernels, in which
its bit width is configurable (to as small as 4 bits) through-
out the SIMD datapath, complex/real dedicated ALUs, and
reduction networks. It also supports configurable streaming
registers.

3. Optimizing the design by exploring the system trade-
offs in area and power with accurate post-layout analysis that
considers low power techniques such as voltage scaling and
clock gating.

4. Fully evaluating the architecture by examing elemen-
tary signal processing kernels, and combining these kernels
to build two representative upper-bound end-to-end standards,
specifically 802.15.4-OQPSK and Bluetooth Low Energy,
suitable for exploring the design of an SDR processor.

We demonstrate baseband SDR is possible even in a low
power IoT domain.

2. BASEBAND PROCESSING OF IOT COM-
MUNICATIONS

The baseband processing at the receiver is more compli-
cated than at the transmitter [10] for two reasons: the un-
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certainty of the packet arrival time and symbol boundary;
and the noise introduced by the channel. Accounting for this
requires extra computation steps to be performed. For this
reason, we limit a discussion to the receiving functions, be-
cause in a configurable setting the transmitter just requires us
to execute a subset of the receiver communications kernels.

At the receiver, the FIR filters and the Synchronization are
the most computationally intensive kernels. And Figure 2
illustrates a general communications system.

Figure 2: Baseband Processing of an IoT Communica-
tions System. The receiver is more complicated than the
transmitter. It adds a Low Pass Filter, Matched Filter and
Synchronization which are computationally intensive.

2.1 FIR Filter Computation Characteristics
There are two basic FIR filters in IoT communications

systems shown in Figure 2: a Low Pass Filter (LPF) and
Matched Filter. The Low Pass Filter (or channel selection
filter) needs to be applied to remove out-of-band noise and
adjacent channel interferences, and to avoid aliasing. Rate
conversion, discussed in Section 2.4, is used to down con-
vert the signal from the ADC output rate to the target over-
sampling rate, discussed in Section 2.3. The Match Filter
is used to maximize the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The
computation of the FIR is a convolution as shown in eq. (1).
The length of the filter is indicated by L and c[ j] is the j-th
coefficient of the FIR filter. The value of c[ j] is typically a
real number whereas r is typical a complex number.

y[i] =
L−1

∑
j=0

r[i+ j]c[ j] (1)

Three observations can be made from eq. (1). First, the
computation is streaming in nature. Second, the multiplica-
tions can be vectorized. Finally, a vector reduction unit is
needed to compute the summation efficiently.

2.2 Synchronization Computation Character-
istics

The major task of Synchronization is to find the begin-
ning of the packet in the received signal. The Data-Aided
method [11] is widely used in this process for many commu-
nications standards. A known signal is used as a reference or
pilot signal in the header of each transmitted packet. The re-

ceiver correlates the known signal pattern with the incoming
data, and measures the difference as shown in eq. (2).

τ = argmint
∥
∥r[t]− p

∥
∥ (2)

where r[t] = [r[t],r[t +1], ...,r[t +P−1]]
p = [p0, p1, p2, ..., pP−1]

The received vector at time t is r[t], and p is the reference
signal vector. P is the vector length. Eq. (2) can also be
reduced to eq. (3), where p∗j is the conjugate of p j.

τ = argmaxt

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

P−1

∑
j=0

r[t + j]p∗j

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(3)

Eq. (3) is the well-known Maximum Likelihood (ML) tim-
ing estimation [12]. Eq. (2) can be written as eq. (4) when
both r[t] and p are real-number vectors.

τ = argm
t
in|r[t]− p|= argmint

P−1

∑
j=0

∣
∣r[t + j]− p j

∣
∣ (4)

The “max" (or “min") operation does not need to be trig-
gered until the correlation value is above an empirical thresh-
old to save unnecessary computation. The correlation in
eq. (3) and eq. (4) is the computationally intensive operation
since τ needs to be reevaluated for every incoming sample.

Similarly to FIR filters, both eq. (3) and eq. (4) are stream-
ing in nature, vectorizable, and require a reduction operation.
In addition, max and min operations are required which can
be handled in a non-vector unit.

2.3 Over-Sampling Rate
The FIR and Synchronization kernels are computation-

ally intensive because they over-sample. The over-sampling
is required to accurately estimate timing and provide maxi-
mum SNR. The over-sampling rate is usually 4× higher than
the data symbol rate. Take as an example Classic Bluetooth
running at 1Mbps. The signal is modulated and up-sampled
to 4MSPS (Mega Samples Per Second) before it is converted
to an analog waveform. At the receiver, the FIR filters are al-
ways active at 4MSPS as long as the IoT node is in receiving
mode. The Synchronization is also run at the over-sampling
rate of 4MSPS until the start of the packet is correctly found.
After the synchronization is acquired, the demodulation pro-
cess can be run at the sample rate of 1MSPS. This explains
the reason that FIR and Synchronization are the computa-
tionally intensive operations. This also indicates that the
main architectural datapath be able of producing results at
the over-sampling rate.

2.4 Rate Conversion
The ADC output rate is typically higher than the over-

sampling rate because using low Intermediate Frequency (IF)
architectures to avoid the analog circuit flicker noise around
DC and high-order channel selection filter in the analog do-
main is area/power inefficient. Therefore, rate conversion is
introduced to down-convert from the high ADC output rate
to the over-sampling rate. The other purpose of rate con-
version is to support various signal bandwidth options on-
the-fly. The lower the bandwidth, the smaller the integrated
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noise power. Hence, we can achieve longer communications
distance with lower data rates (smaller bandwidth). The
LPF and rate conversion in Figure 2 can be merged into one
step by employing Streaming Registers, discussed in Section
3.2.1. In this way, the computation for those outputs that will
be discarded by rate conversion can be avoided. Thus, the
LPF and Match Filter are run at the over-sampling rate.

2.5 Criticality of Synchronization
The transmission pattern of the IoT devices magnifies the

overhead of the synchronization. Small IoT devices often
wake up periodically to transmit or receive a small amount
of data and return to sleep mode in order to save power [13].
Every time the node needs to receive data, synchronization
is required. Even when the node wakes up to transmit data,
it has to wait to receive an ACK, which keeps the Synchro-
nization kernel busy until the ACK occurs. Moreover, the
computation effect of the synchronization cannot be amor-
tized since the length of a data packet, which is defined in
the standards, is fairly small.

2.6 Communications Datapath Bit Width

Figure 3: Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) vs Bit Error Rate
(BER) for Different Bit Width Implementation. The 8-bit
communications datapath captures almost the same preci-
sion as the floating point datapath does. The 2-bit Synchro-
nization estimator is sufficient to achieve the target BER.

We conduct system simulations with different bit width
datapaths. The influence of bit width is shown in Figure 3.
The communication performance measurement on the verti-
cal axis is Bit Error Rate (BER). BER measures the differ-
ence between the information bit sequence at the transmitter
and the recovered bit sequence at the receiver; for this ex-
periment on the 802.15.4-OQPSK system, at least 104 error
bits are collected for each point in Figure 3. The horizon-
tal axis is SNR, which indicates the relative ratio between
useful signal power and noise power. Given the maximum
packet length of 802.15.4 is 133 Bytes [4], a target BER of
10−4 will result in 0.1 packet error rate. Therefore we choose
10−4 as a comparison point.

The middle and bottom curves in Figure 3 indicate that

8-bit communications datapath (middle) can capture almost
the same precision as the floating point datapath (bottom).
The 2-bit Maximum Likelihood (ML) synchronization esti-
mator (top), as described by eq. (3), in which only the sign
information of complex value is kept, is also implemented
and compared with the full 8-bit ML synchronization esti-
mator. The difference is less than 1dB, indicating that it is
sufficient to achieve target communication performance.

2.7 Signal Processing Characteristics and De-
sign Implication

To conclude the above discussion, the baseband process-
ing of IoT communications has the the following character-
istics: (a) Dominant kernels are all vector operations with
different vector sizes followed by a reduction network; (b)
Data comes in streaming fashion; (c) The datapath can be
reduced to very small bit widths without sacrificing appre-
ciable performance; (d) Although kernels are running at the
over-sampling rate, the required frequency is still low (a few
MHz) due to the low target data rate of IoT communications.

In the next section, we provide the design of an IoT SDR
baseband processor, detail the architectural supports and op-
timizations to achieve flexibility and to achieve close to ASIC
efficiency for critical kernels. We will show in Section 4.3
that the computationally intensive kernels can be efficiently
mapped onto this architecture while the non-critical kernels
can also be mapped easily.

3. THE IOT SDR ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we will present the design of our IoT SDR

architecture. The architecture relies on novel structures—
streaming registers, an optimized flexible bitwidth vector unit
that supports both real and complex numbers, a multi-output
reduction network, and a scalar unit—along with several ef-
fective techniques such as voltage scaling and clock gating
to achieve a low power configurable solution.

3.1 System Architecture
The system architecture is presented in Figure 4. The IoT

SDR datapath is directed by a programmable Micro Con-
troller Unit (MCU). The MCU controls the Direct Memory
Access (DMA) to copy the configurations for the SDR data-
path from memory via the MCU system bus. Data commu-
nication between the MCU and the SDR datapath is through
memory. Within the SDR datapath, data communication is
handled by a bypass network to avoid unnecessary memory
accesses.

Other than configuring the SDR datapath to do computa-
tionally intensive kernels, the MCU is also responsible for
control-related computations such as the max and min oper-
ation in eq. (3) and eq. (4) of the synchronization stage.

3.2 Microarchitecture
The microarchitecture of this IoT SDR datapath is illus-

trated in Figure 5. There are two computational units: the
SIMD Unit and the Scalar Unit.

3.2.1 SIMD Unit
The SIMD Unit is responsible for computationally inten-

sive vector and reduction operations. There are a total of
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Figure 4: IoT SDR System Architecture. The IoT SDR is
controlled by an MCU; data is shared by the MCU and IoT
SDR via memory.

32 lanes in this SIMD Unit, which can be grouped into four
bundles of eight lanes for small vector size operations. In
this case, the 32 lanes are performing the same function, but
can provide four outputs simultaneously. Each lane of the
SIMD Unit takes two 16-bit operands. A flexible bit-width
is supported in this design. Depending on the operand bit
width, the vector size supported in one SIMD Unit is set
accordingly. For example, when the operand is 8 bits, the
maximum vector size is 64. When the operand is 16 bits, the
maximum vector size is 32. The design of the four impor-
tant components: Streaming Registers, Register File, SIMD-
ALU and Adder-Tree will be detailed in the following para-
graphs.

The Streaming Registers are deployed to match the stream-
ing nature of the incoming data. The vector computation in
the SIMD Unit will load only one new incoming data and
reuse the data from previous cycles, as expressed in eq. (1),
eq. (3) and eq. (4).

The Streaming Registers can be configured as one 512-
bit, two 256-bit or four 128-bit streaming registers to handle
vector computations of varying length. Specifically, seven
different streaming bit widths (0/8/16/24/32/48/64 bits) are
supported.

As we mentioned in Section 2.4, the low pass filter and
rate conversion can be computed with only one configura-
tion. Consider the down-sampling and low pass filtering as a
typical utilization example. Suppose the down sampling fac-
tor is 2 with 8bits/sample. By setting the streaming bit width
to 16 bits, and configuring the SIMD-ALU and Adder Tree
for a filtering functionality, the output of the SIMD Unit is
exactly the down-sampled and low pass filtered value. The
seven streaming-widths enable 0/1/2/3/4/6/8 down-sample
factors for 8bits/sample while also enabling 0/1/2/4 factors
for 16bits/sample. Down-sampling factors larger than eight

are not supported because the number of filter taps is con-
strained by the total lane size. Larger down-sample factors
with a small number of taps will result in a poor low pass
frequency response for anti-aliasing or out-of-band noise fil-
tering. However, we can still realize a larger down-sampling
factor filter by cascading multiple FIRs (e.g. 16=4×4). More-
over, fractional resampling (1.0 < down-sampling < 2.0) can
also be realized by bypassing the outputs from the SIMD
Unit to the Scalar Unit for further processing.

When an IDLE configuration is fed into the SIMD Unit, a
0-bit streaming width is set, and the value for the streaming
registers will be held. During an IDLE configuration, nei-
ther the streaming registers nor the regular register file has
switching activity, resulting in a nearly zero switching ac-
tivity in the SIMD ALU and Adder Tree. The zero-width
streaming IDLE minimizes the idle power significantly.

The streaming registers in this design are distinguished
from earlier machines that have streaming data features [14,
15] Our streaming registers are explicitly configured to pro-
vide data directly to ALUs with configurable bit precisions
and vector sizes. With this novel structure, this architecture
can support propriety but non-standard data rates, which en-
ables graceful data rate and distance trade-off.

The IoT baseband datapath reduces the power by 10.4×××
compared to the same datapath without Streaming Registers.
This is due to the increased memory bandwidth and higher
frequency required to meet the response time. This faster
frequency ultimately limits the voltage scaling level.

The Register File (RF) is implemented as an 8-entry 16-
bit register for each lane. The RF is typically used to hold
constants such as coefficients for filters. Eight entries mean
at most eight different constant settings can be stored. To
support the entire application, only four or five constants set-
tings are needed. The necessary coefficients will be loaded
into the RF at initialization. This strategy significantly re-
duces the re-configuring overhead when the SIMD Unit is
time multiplexed by several kernels. Coefficients changing
due to kernel switching can be easily realized by changing
the source operand’s register index.

The SIMD-ALU supports different bit width operations
and several dedicated ALUs to accelerate computationally
intensive kernels such as Synchronization. The SIMD-ALU
will determine from the configurations whether to operate
on two 8-bit real values, one 8-bit complex value, or two
4-bit complex values. As we mentioned in Section 2.6, re-
duced bit width computation is sufficient to achieve the tar-
get performance in terms of BER. The 4-bit operations are
also handled within the 8-bit architectural datapath, improv-
ing throughput by 2× with minimal area overhead.

Rather than regular ALU operations, dedicated merged
configurations called “4-bit complex multiplication and add"
and “subtract and add" as well as complex multiplication
are specialized to accelerate the correlation operations in
Synchronization. Without dedicated synchronization ALUs,
each lane will save 44% of hardware, However, the system
has to run at a higher frequency with larger memory band-
width to support the same computation. The resulting sys-
tem consumes 4.7××× more power than our proposed solution.

In order to reduce the computational pressure on the first
level of the Adder Tree, we evaluate the truncation bits in the
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Figure 5: The Microarchitecture of the IoT SDR Datapath. An IoT SDR datapath comprises one Scalar Unit and one
SIMD Unit consisting of Streaming Registers, a Register File, SIMD-ALUs and an Adder Tree.

ALU. Each lane will take two 16-bit operands and provide a
total of 20 bits of output. This 20-bit output could be either
two 10-bit or one 20-bit value.

The Multi-Level Output Adder Tree is the reduction
unit that is introduced to accelerate large summations. More
features are used compared to previous adder-trees [16]. Our
design is optimized to support flexible vector sizes, parallel
local sum outputs and complex number summations. One,
two, or four complex or real outputs can be supported by the
Multi-Level Output Adder Tree.

In order to support the complex summation with the least
number of multiplexers, we interleave the operands for the
first layer adder, resulting in the top half of lanes adding the
real part and the bottom half of lanes adding the imaginary
part. Thus, if the input is complex, the result is selected from
the second-to-last level outputs. If the input is real, the result
is selected from the last level outputs.

Variable Bit-Width minimizes the power consumption
and maximizes SIMD utilization. And we use an improved
datapath where its bit width is configurable throughout the
entire SIMD datapath. According to the analysis in Section
2.6, the reduced bit datapath is also able to satisfy the com-
munications requirement. Therefore, bit widths as small as
4 bit—suitable for IoT—is supported and it results in more
than a 1.46××× power reduction compared to an 8 bit only
SIMD Unit.

3.2.2 Scalar Unit
The Scalar Unit is responsible for scalar computations.

Bypassing from the SIMD Unit to the Scalar Unit is sup-
ported to avoid unnecessary memory accesses. According

to use-case analysis, two dedicated ALUs are used in the
Scalar Unit shown in Figure 5. The Complex Phase Con-
verter [17] is used to convert between complex domain and
phase domain while the Magnitude unit is used to extract
the magnitude of a complex number. These are very com-
mon computations in communications systems and can be
clock-gated when not required.

3.2.3 Low Power Techniques
To meet the tight power budget, we fully utilize the IoT

communications characteristics discussed in Section 2. Sev-
eral techniques are employed to reduce the power consump-
tion of the proposed IoT SDR datapath. The power reduction
of each technique is detailed in Section 5.1 and 5.3.

Voltage Scaling is applied to the entire IoT SDR datapath
to reduce the power consumption. The streaming data rate
is slow in typical IoT applications, resulting in scenarios in
which the required frequency of the IoT SDR datapath is low
even if it is fully time-multiplexed. This observation exposes
a huge time margin for voltage scaling. Furthermore, in or-
der to voltage scale this design as a single voltage domain,
we optimize some sub-designs, such as the Complex Phase
Converter, to ensure timing closure.

Clock Gating is applied when some part or the entire IoT
SDR datapath will not be utilized for a large time window.

The IDLE configuration is used when the IoT SDR data-
path is not used for a small time window. As we mentioned
in Section 3.2.1, we specialize this design to force the IDLE
configuration to eliminate almost all switching activity, re-
sulting in significant power savings.
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4. EVALUATION METHOD

4.1 Signal Processing Kernels
We examined elementary signal processing kernels and

combined them to support different end-to-end systems. As
we discussed in Section 1.2, kernel functions are very simi-
lar in multiple standards. By changing the vector sizes and
kernel parameters, ANT and 802.15.4g FSK-SUN can be
supported using a similar datapath as Bluetooth Low En-
ergy (BLE). 802.15.6WBAN, based on Differential Phase
Shift Keying (DPSK), has a similar datapath to 802.15.4-
OQPSK.

4.2 Two Upper Bound Applications
802.15.4-OQPSK and BLE were selected as two upper

bound systems to evaluate the IoT SDR architecture, be-
cause their bandwidths are highest and they are widely used.
Because these two applications represent the upper-bound
of computational complexity, it is sufficient to show that the
SDR system can achieve many points with lower complex-
ity, under the curve in Figure 1. 802.15.4-OQPSK represents
standards based on quadrature linear modulation schemes
while BLE demonstrates filtered Frequency Shift Keying ba-
sed schemes. We built the end-to-end system for each, which
includes a transmitter, channel, and receiver, in MATLAB
to validate the communications datapath and to evaluate the
BER. The receiver baseband processing, a combination of
handcoded kernels, was mapped onto the IoT SDR datapath.

802.15.4-OQPSK is the physical layer, defined in the stan-
dard, with a maximum data rate of 250kbps (2M signal band-
width due to spreading spectrum). The modulation scheme
is Offset-Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK) [18]. The
phase of the signal is varied to carry different information;
however, OQPSK has continuous phase which yields much
lower amplitude fluctuation. The most computationally in-
tensive kernels, including Rate Conversion & Low Pass Fil-
ter (LPF), Match Filter and Synchronization of 802.15.4-
OQPSK, are all in the complex domain [19]. The commu-
nications datapath of 802.15.4-OQPSK receiver is shown in
Figure 6. The re-sampler is a scalar computation that con-
verts the over-sampling rate to the symbol rate after the cor-
rect synchronization information is acquired. The de-spread
is a vector operation that correlates the incoming symbol
with candidate symbols. The IoT SDR frequency selection
and system mapping will be discussed in Section 6.1.

Figure 6: 802.15.4-OQPSK Receiver Communications
Datapath. The modulation scheme is Offset-Quadrature
Phase Shift Keying. The over-sampling rate is 8MSPS.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), also marketed as Bluetooth

Smart, is designed for low power devices. The digital base-
band processing of BLE is the same as Classic Bluetooth
and Bluetooth Enhanced Data Rate (EDR). The communica-
tions datapath of a BLE receiver is shown in Figure 7. This
communications datapath is for the maximum BLE data rate
of 1Mbps which is also the data rate that Classic Bluetooth
supports. The modulation scheme of BLE, Classic Blue-
tooth and Bluetooth EDR is Gaussian Frequency Shifting
Keying (GFSK) [18], in which the information is carried in
the frequency domain, meaning that the parts of the most
computationally intensive kernels are working in the real do-
main [20].The over-sampling rate of Bluetooth at 1Mbps is
4M real samples per second.

The fact that BLE operates in the 8-bit real domain while
802.15.4 operates in the 4-bit complex domain illustrates
the benefit that our multi-level output adder tree and flexi-
ble SIMD-ALU design are able to compute both protocols
efficiently on the same underlying hardware.

Figure 7: BLE Receiver Communications Datapath.
The modulation scheme is GFSK.The over-sampling rate is
4MSPS

4.3 Mapping Representative Applications to
IoT SDR Architecture

In this section, we present the methods used to map the
receiver communications datapaths of 802.15.4-OQPSK and
BLE onto the IoT SDR datapath. Table 1 lists the computa-
tional characteristics of each kernel in the receiver commu-
nications datapaths of 802.15.4-OQPSK and BLE.

4.4 Power and Area Estimation Methodology
In this section, the methodology to estimate the power and

area of the IoT SDR design is presented.
The RTL-level specification Verilog and the testbench, along

with noisy modulated data, are used to verify the correctness
and estimate the power of the IoT SDR architecture. The
worst case delay is acquired from PrimeTime/Power, and the
design is placed and routed to obtain the layout for area es-
timation.

The noisy modulated data is generated as the input to the
testbench. First, the information sequence is generated ran-
domly as the input of the 802.15.4-OQPSK or BLE trans-
mitter which is defined in the specifications [4, 5]. Second,
to simulate the received data sequence, a noisy channel is
applied to the modulated data and the output is used as the
input of the testbench so as to capture the realistic circuits
switching activities.

The IoT SDR design is synthesized in a 28nm technology.
The synthesized netlist and the switching activity are used
in the Prime Time/Power and SPICE simulations to further
estimate the power and the critical path delay. The switching
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Table 1. Computational Characteristics and Kernel
Mappings for the two full receiver systems.

activity captured in this process is close to that obtained with
a realistic communication system. As a result, the power
and the critical path delay at nominal voltage from Prime
Time/Power is realistic.

The same set of noisy modulated data is also fed into the
MATLAB full system simulation. The output of the IoT
SDR testbench is recorded and compared with the full sys-
tem result to ensure the functional correctness of the IoT
SDR design.

SPICE simulation is conducted to estimate the power and
the critical path delay for the voltage scaling. The design
is placed and routed using Cadence Encounter in a 28nm
technology. The area estimation is based on the final layout.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the power and area results are presented.

As we discussed in Section 2.5, the Synchronization over-
head cannot be ignored. In this paper, the peak power of the
Synchronization mode is used to characterize the IoT SDR
architecture.

5.1 Power with Voltage Scaling
We conducted SPICE simulation to get the voltage scaling

ratio of this 28nm technology on the representative circuits,
and we applied these results to the rest of the datapath.

First, we choose two representative circuits: the OneLane
submodule in the SIMD Unit and the Complex Phase Con-
verter submodule in the Scalar Unit to represent the entire
design. Second, as shown in Figure 8, both SPICE simu-

Figure 8: Voltage Scaling Trend of Representative Cir-
cuits. Voltage Scaling is used to meet the power constraint.
The Voltage Scaling Ratio is acquired from SPICE.

lation and PrimeTime/Power simulation are applied to the
representative circuits at 1V/0.9V/0.8V. Figure 8 indicates
that the two simulation methods give the same trends on dy-
namic power over this voltage range. Therefore, we can reli-
ably use the SPICE simulation trends at lower voltage range
and apply it to the entire SIMD Unit. Similarly the leakage
power and circuits delay also track closely. The same anal-
ysis is performed on the Complex Phase Converter submod-
ule and applied to the entire Scalar Unit. Figure 9 shows the
voltage scaling trend of the entire IoT SDR baseband datap-
ath, in terms of energy/cycle and critical path delay.

Figure 9: Voltage Scaling Trend of the IoT SDR base-
band datapath. A more than 100% margin is reserved at
each operating points for reliable operation.

Based on the different frequency requirements, we select
different operating voltages. For example, the datapath run-
ning at 32MHz operates at 0.5V, the datapath running at
20MHz operates at 0.45V, and below 20MHz the datapath
operates at 0.4V. We stop scaling at 0.4V as the threshold
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voltage for this technology is 0.3V, and the system perfor-
mance is known to degrade significantly below the threshold
voltage [21].

To ensure reliable operations at low voltages, we reserve
a more than 100% time margin for critical paths at each op-
erating frequency. Former fabricated chips in 28nm [22]
indicate this margin is large enough for reliable function-
ality. This time margin is equivalent a 50mV voltage mar-
gin, largely exceeds the 17mV voltage margin in the near-
threshold region suggested by Seo, et al. [23] for wide SIMD
processors.

The SRAM and MCU are operated at nominal voltage.

5.2 Power Breakdown
Figure 10 reveals the power breakdown of the IoT SDR

datapath. The SIMD-ALU and Register File dominate the
power consumption at around 50% and 30%, respectively, at
all frequency settings.

Figure 10: Power Breakdown. The SIMD-ALU and Reg-
ister File dominate the power at all frequency settings.

In order to provide the same throughput, more IoT SDR
datapaths are required if they are running at a lower fre-
quency. This is illustrated in Figure 10 by stacking two SDR
datapaths at 20MHz, and four at 10MHz. The total heights
of the stacked datapaths represent approximately the same
total throughput. There is neglectable difference in power
for the IoT SDR datapath. However, the total system power
varies from different system configurations due to memory
traffic differences, which will be discussed in Section 6.1.

The energy efficiency for each operating configuration in
Figure 10 is more than 10Top/J, which is very efficient and
comparable to former ASIC designs in 28nm [22].

5.3 Power for Different Kernels
We analyze the power for four different operations for the

SDR datapath. They are “FIR", which does filtering oper-
ations such as LPF and matched filter, “SYNCH", which
does the correlation between known signal with receive data,
“IDLE" and “Clock Gating".

Figure 11 reveals the differences in power when the IoT
SDR datapath is running in each of these operations. “FIR"
and “SYNCH" are fed with noisy modulated data in the re-
ceiver communications datapath, the power difference be-

Figure 11: Kernel Based Power Consumption.

tween “FIR" and “SYNCH" is due to the specific switching
activities for each kernel. As we mentioned in the Section
3.2.1, the IDLE configuration forces most of the combina-
tional logic to a non-switching state because the Streaming
Register adopts a 0-bit streaming width, resulting in a 3.3×××
total power savings. Clock-Gating can reduce the power by
9.1×××. However, clock-gating will be used only in a large
window of idle time due to the delay overhead of clock-
gating; for a small idle time window, the IDLE will be ap-
plied to save power.

5.4 Area
The layout of the IoT SDR datapath is shown in Figure 12.

Its area is 0.074mm2.

Figure 12: Layout

6. SYSTEM LEVEL TRADE-OFF
In this section, the system level architecture of implement-

ing the two full receiver systems, 802.15.4-OQPSK and BLE,
onto the IoT SDR architecture is presented.

6.1 System Configurations
We evaluate three methods to handle all the kernels for

two full receiver systems in real-time: time-multiplexing,
duplication of the IoT SDR datapaths, or a combination of
the two.

Time-Multiplexing. The IoT SDR datapath requires run-
ning at a higher frequency than the over-sampling rate in
order to time multiplex across multiple kernels. The re-
quired frequency, as listed in Table 2, depends on the num-
ber of shared kernels and their computational demands. By
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Table 2. System Mapping.

Table 3. Receiver System Configurations. MCU and
Memory operate at nominal voltage

adopting time-multiplexing, the incoming data is processed
in blocks, which results in greater memory traffic. A larger
block size requires more memory but less kernel switch-
ing. However, the block size is limited by the delay require-
ments of the different IoT communications standards. For
the two demonstrated systems, the tightest turnaround time
constraints are 1.92ms for 802.15.4 and 0.31ms for Blue-
tooth [24]. For the system configurations in Table 3, we
choose 0.1ms as the block size time in order to meet the
aforementioned timing constraints.

Duplication. In this method, the IoT SDR datapaths are
duplicated and dedicated to different kernels. Inter-core buf-
fers are added to avoid unnecessary memory accesses. For
the method, “4× IoT SDR Datapath" in Table 2, each data-
path is statically scheduled and dedicated to handle one ker-
nel. In this configuration, streaming data is processed sam-
ple by sample. Hence, the SDR datapath can run at a fre-
quency close to the over-sampling rate. After the synchro-
nization mode, the SDR datapaths, which were dedicated to

do synchronization, can be either scheduled to handle other
vector computations or can be clock gated in the case of no
active tasks.

Combining Time-Multiplexing and Duplication. In Ta-
ble 2, the “2× IoT SDR Datapath" represents the combina-
tion of time-multiplexing and duplication. The SDR datap-
aths are duplicated and also time multiplexed by two tasks.
Since each SDR datapath is shared by fewer tasks compared
to the single time-multiplexing datapath, the SDR datapath is
able to run at a lower frequency. It is possible to scale down
to a lower voltage. Since the streaming data is processed
block by block, support from memory is still necessary.

However, “2× IoT SDR Datapath" listed in Table 2 is not
the only mapping policy. For example, we can also dedi-
cate the first SDR datapath to “Rate conversion&LPF" while
the second SDR datapath running at 20MHz can still handle
the other three kernels. In this mapping, there is no need to
buffer the raw ADC outputs. This can bring a big saving in
terms of memory if the ADC output rate is much higher than
the over-sampling rate.

For the system configuration with duplicated IoT SDR
datapaths, an inter-core buffer between the IoT SDR data-
paths is added to pass values between kernels. The mem-
ory interface and inter-core buffer overhead is fairly small
on top of the stacked datapaths in Figure 10. The mem-
ory interface is less 1% in all three mapping policies and
the inter-core buffer takes less than 3% in combination and
duplication methods. Because the nature of the incoming
data is streaming, both the memory access and intermediate
buffering fall into a very fixed pattern. The IoT SDR datap-
ath only writes correlation results from the synchronization
kernel to the memory and does not read values. The rest of
the memory is used almost exclusively by the MCU.

So far, we have described the design of only the IoT SDR
datapath. In the following paragraph, we explore other com-
ponents, particularly the MCU and the memory.

For the memory, we use a 45nm SRAM compiler. The
area of the memory is scaled down to the equivalent size in
a 28nm technology according to results of Wu et al. [25],
while the power of the memory is scaled down to the equiv-
alent value in a 28nm process [25]. We run the memory at
the nominal voltage to avoid any reliability issues [26].

An ARM M0+ running at 96MHz is chosen as the MCU
to support the two system benchmarks. The ARM M0+ is
responsible for configuring and scheduling the IoT SDR dat-
apath and handling control-related computations. The power
and area of the ARM M0+ is derived from [27] and scales
from 40nm to 28nm according to [28]. As shown in Table 3,
only the IoT SDR datapaths are scaled down to a low volt-
age, the MCU and memory operate at their nominal voltage.
The MCU is a hard macro which we cannot perform timing
closure on at lower voltages.

6.2 System Power and Area
The total system power and area are listed in Table 4. The

power in this table is obtained by assuming the system is run-
ning in synchronization+FIR mode, which is the peak power
mode of the system.

Figure 13 illustrates the power/area trade-off for three sys-
tem configurations. The system power and area are pre-
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Table 4. System Power and Area

sented for 802.15.4-OQPSK. The analysis also holds for BLE.
Considering the scheduling flexibility, the ability to react to
complicated practical scenarios such as the high ADC output
case discussed in Section 6.1 and the scalability to handle
future higher data rate applications, the duplication meth-
ods, “2× IoT SDR Datapath" and “4× IoT SDR Datapath"
expose more flexibility and scalability, with the penalty of
area.

Figure 13: System Power and Area Trade-offs.

6.3 System Discussion
The proposed IoT SDR baseband system demonstrates a

power consumption less than 2mW for two upper bound ap-
plications at every configuration, with the combination of all
architectural enhancements and low power techniques. As
detailed in Section 3.2, the main architectural enhancements
—streaming registers, dedicated complex/real ALUs as well
as ultra small 4-bit operations—contribute in power reduc-
tion of 10.4×, 4.7× and 1.46× individually, resulting in a
total of a 71× difference. Without these architectural en-
hancements, the SDR baseband processor power consump-
tion will grow up to more than 140mW, which is unaccept-
able for IoT devices.

Our proposed IoT SDR system, which can support many
standard or nonstandard IoT communications, is compared

with the best commercial solution, Nordic nRF8001 [29].
Nordic is a highly integrated single-chip Bluetooth Smart
Connectivity IC including RF/analog and digital modules.
Its power consumption is 23.8mW. The peak power of our
configurable digital system is at most 8.4% of their total
power. To our knowledge there is no reference that explic-
itly breaks out the power consumption for the digital portion
of IoT radio devices. Prototypes, typified by [30, 31, 32],
focus on RF/analog and only include small portion of dig-
ital baseband processing. Sensor network research [33, 34,
35] targets for topics such as network layer processing, even
they measure the power/energy consumption of the sensor
nodes, utilizing commercial transceivers.

7. RELATED WORK
Previous SDR work, such as SODA [36], AnySP [37] and

Ardbeg [38], have focused on wireless standards for mo-
bile handheld platforms, typically LTE type wide bandwidth
communications with hundreds of mW power budget. Our
solution differs in that we look at IoT scale devices, which
have two orders of magnitude smaller power constraints. In
the IoT space, we identify a different solution. Specifically,
our MCU directed baseband processor uses variable bit pre-
cision and dedicated complex/real ALUs, a more flexible re-
duction network, and streaming registers to marshal incom-
ing data. We explored the low sampling rate of IoT commu-
nication by employing voltage scaling to reduce the power
consumption while maintain more than 100% time margin
to ensure reliability.

Our configurable baseband processor, which is controlled
by an MCU, is closer to an ASIC than other SDR designs
such as SODA. In this study, we show that the SIMD model
can be power scaled to sub mW (with system power less than
2mW). We believe this unique work is pioneering in demon-
strating baseband SDR is possible even in a low power IoT
domain.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a configurable SDR baseband ar-

chitecture for IoT devices. Several reasons such as the multi-
standard scenario in the IoT application domain presents a
promising future for SDR. Our IoT SDR baseband processor
supports flexible bit-width, vector-reduction operations and
efficient streaming computation, while reducing power con-
sumption by employing several techniques such as voltage
scaling and clock gating. This combination enables a 71×
power reduction over a more general purpose SDR design.

A comprehensive evaluation on power and area is con-
ducted. The single IoT SDR datapath is placed and routed
to fit an area of 0.074mm2 within mW power consumption.
Two representative upper bound systems, 802.15.4-OQPSK
and BLE, are mapped on this IoT SDR architecture. The to-
tal system power and area trade-off is investigated. The peak
power of this proposed digital baseband systems including
baseband datapath, MCU and memory, is at most 1.99mW
for 802.15.4-OQPSK and 1.37mW for BLE within an area
of 0.101mm2 in 28nm technology.
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